Strategies to reduce delays in admission into a postanesthesia care unit from operating rooms.
The authors performed a systematic review of strategies to reduce delays in admission into PACUs from ORs. The purpose of this article was to evaluate for managers how to choose interventions based on effectiveness and practicality. The authors discuss optimization methods that can be used to sequence consecutive cases in the same OR, by the same surgeon, on the same day, based on the objective of reducing delays in PACU admission due to the unavailability of unfilled PACU beds. Although effective, such methods can be impractical because of large organizational change required and limited equipment or personnel availability. When all physical beds are not full, PACU nurse staffing can be adjusted. Statistical methods can be used to ensure that nursing schedules closely match the times that minimize delays in PACU admission. These methods are effective and practical. Explicit criteria can be applied to assist in deciding when to assign other qualified nurses to the PACU, when to ask PACU nurses to work late, and/or when to make a decision on the day before surgery to add more PACU nurses for the next day (if available). The latter would be based on statistical forecasts of the timing of patients' admissions into the PACU. Whether or not all physical beds are full, the risk of delays in PACU admission is relatively insensitive to economically feasible reductions in PACU length of stay. Such interventions should be considered only if statistical analysis, performed by using computer simulation, has established that reducing PACU length of stay will reduce delays in admission at a manager's facility.